A new decomposition of canonical transformations and its application to their unitary representation AIP Conf. Proc. 266, 120 (1992) A useful parametrization of the groups SO (0,3) and SO 1 (2,1) is presented that has simple, rational composition laws, albeit that it has a (quasigraded) structure. This "tangential" parametrization is also advantageous in providing a rather simple 1-1 "picture" of the elements of the groups in question. As well, the parametrization allows an explicitly finite result for the composition law needed for the (abstract) Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffformula for exponentials of objects formed from the corresponding Lie algebras. This approach, in turn, allows a useful beginning to the problem of the determination of flows on the group manifold, i.e., the determination of analytic curves given the initial direction of the curve.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by a return, after more than 30 years, 1,2 to a study of linear unitary transformations, we would like to present some subtleties in the description of the three-dimensional, real Lie groups SO(n+, that still deserve some interest and have previously escaped much attention, Restricting consideration to the connected component containing the identity, these groups can be conceived as the set of all 3 X 3, real matrices L such that ( l.1a) ( l.1b) where g,, {3 ' with a, f3 = 1, 2, 3, are the components of the metric on the underlying space. There are, however, in three dimensions, only two essentially different signatures for such a metric:
II II = {lldia g (l,I, -1)11, ga{3 Iidiag( -1, -1, -1 )11, hyperbolic, 11 " (1.2) e IptlC, where the (unusual) choice of the signature for the elliptic case will arrange in both cases that det(ga{3 ) = -1.
(1,3 ) This is then equivalent to saying that we study, simultaneously, the two groups,} SO(0,3) and SOl (2,1) where, for the latter case, we must also make the restriction L \> 1, for SOl (2, 1), (1.4) so as to maintain our discussion with the component containing the identity, It is well known that the generators ya for the Lie algebras for these two groups may be chosen so as to satisfy the commutation relations (CR)4
[y",y/3] = _ C '/37' Y7 1' (1.5) where the metric is used to lower the indices ( 1.6)
It is the intent of this article to present a parametrization ' for these two groups that allows a simple formula for the group composition in terms of rational functions, involving al On leave of absence from University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. numerator and denominator no worse than products of the original parameters, The simplicity of this representation of the composition law will also allow the explicit, finite determination of the composition law for the Baker-CampbellHausdorff (BCH) formula, i.e., to find z where eXe Y = e Z , where x and yare linear and homogenous in the generators y", taken only as abstract quantities obeying (1.5) and (1.6), A complete systematization ofthe results of both the group composition law and the (associated) Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition law is laid out in Table I , in Sec.
IV. An additional benefit will be a beginning of an analysis of analytic curves on these group manifolds, the starting point for the attack again being the simplicity of the composition law. All benefits, of course, come at some price. In this case, the price comes because the range of the particular parameter space is infinite; therefore, a boundary set must be added with a slightly different form of parametrization, obtained by taking limits, Nonetheless, as will be seen, quite complete characterizations of all the elements of both groups may be given succinctly and simply, II-THE CANONICAL PARAMETRIZATION OF 50 1 (2,1) AND 50(0,3)
We first give a particularly useful way of realizing the canonical parametrization. Let
and consider for real A. the curve in the Lie algebra defined by y" (A.): = e,\xy A.E.'?l, !, (2.2) Using the commutation relations, one then calculates that (2.3) where, as in the spinor notation of van der Waerden and Infeld, the dot denotes the original position of the index manipulated by ga/3' By defining 
Condition
Composition Effective parametrization BCH composition '''''5" /" ) ,." = S" + t {' + c f "!< 'S"I,) e '[ "'[e" ,"~I = e'l ,'I e' [' "[1" [ ,"I = 1',1;'1 ''''' s" I" 1',[, "!e'["[ = e'[ ,"I cd "'[edo"j = e,[,I'j '''''S"I,,) r" ,!,) ed;"!e '["'! = ed,' [ e'[;"[e'!"' 
r" = (SI;! 11) ,. I E' '''''S)" r" = enu') Sa t,) and consequently has the eigenvalues (0,6" -6,).
(2.4 ) (2.5a) (2.5b)
Taking as boundary condition for (2.3) the obvious y"(0) = y", we easily see that the solution to (2.3) has the
where
while it is also worthwhile to write down explicitly that 9) or L = ilL a/311 = 110"/3 + (sinh 6,/6)X p E"P[3
and noting that L shares eigenvectors with M, one easily sees that the eigenvalues of L are (1, el:>., e -1:>.), from which we have that
Tr(L) = 1 + 2 cosh(6,).
(2. lOa)
Notice also that when 6,~0, the limit exists and then
(2.11 )
As well, insertion of the components of (2.9) into (1.1) tells us that our L satisfies that equation. We also have from (2.9) that
(2.12)
So far, all formulas apply parallelly for either the case of the hyperbolic or the elliptic signature, from (1.2). At this point, however, their interpretation bifurcates. To explicate this, we must examine the quantity 6, more closely. First, note that (2.9) defining L is insensitive to the choice of sign of 6,. We therefore choose the sign of the square root so that when is "spacelike," xUx" > 0, the transformation consists of a hyperbolic rotation through 6, in the plane perpendicualr to XU. This standard parametrization has, however, a peculiar property, the manifestation of which is somewhat different for the two groups. For SO 1 (2,1), if the xu's are such that
then L = ilL "oil = I. Thus, for this parametrization, all points of the infinite sequence of hyperboloids XaXa = -(21Tn)2 induce the identity of the group. An alternative manner of stating this is that (2.17) and thus, eX with x of the nature described above, must be a function of the Casimir operator c: = y" y".
(2.18 )
The elliptic case of the signature (-,-,-) is much simpler.
There with a = ~x"xa = ~ -x~ -x~ -x~ , a = iO, for 0>0 as noted in (2.13b). This time, however, o = O++x a = 0. Notice that presently (2.12) takes the form
which implies L 33';;; 1. With the timelike and null cases presently absent, the transformation consists simply in the trigonometric rotations through 0 in the planes perpendicular to x". However, these transformations have the peculiar property that
which reduces L, from (2.9), to 1. Thus, with the x" parametrization of SO (0,3) matrices, all points of the infinite sequence of spheres -xaxa = (21Tn) 2 induce the identity of the group, and also in the elliptic case the implication (2.17) is valid, so that eX must be a function of the Casimir operator of the group SO(0,3).
III. THE "TANGENTIAL" PARAMETRIZATION OF 50'(2,1) AND 50(0,3) MATRICES
The canonical Lie parametrization of the SO' (2,1) and SO(0,3) matrices suffers two disadvantages: (1) the points -xaxa = (21Tn)2 all induce the identity of the group; and (2) the explicit group composition law is rather involved. We will propose now an alternative parametrization-simultaneously for both the groups under discussion-which eliminates the difficulties mentioned above, providing a rational parametrization of the matrices of the defining representations of both groups. There is a price to be paid for this: the new parametrization does not cover uniformly all L matrices from (2.9) as parametrized by the real x" 'so We define new parameters {t a}E,W3 determined by
Problems can arise with the,W3 --->,W3 mapping when either tanh (a/2) I a = 0, or tanh (a/2) I a = 00. The case a = 0, if we consider the coefficient as lim",_o (tanh a/2/ a) = ~, causes no problems in the case of either signature, given by (1.2). For hyperbolic signature a---->o reduces (3.1) to ta = ~ Xa, while for the elliptic signature, where a=OqX a =0, a--->O implies ta =0. When a#o but tanh(a/2)/a = ° obviously a must have the form a = 21Tin, n = 1,2, ... => -xax" = (21Tnf, and this can occur for both signatures. This is a rather nice property of the parameters t ": all the points that induce the identity of SO' (2, 1) or SO(0,3) (apart from the point x a = 0) are mapped by (3.1) into a single point t a = 0.
is the where case of a#o, a---->21Ti(n + 1/2), n = 0,1,2, .... In this casefinite t a that correspond tofinitex" do not exist. Observe that this situation-which can occur for both signatures-corresponds, according to (2.9), to
Thus the case of L tending to the involution P cannot be covered by finite t a.
We will soon demonstrate a solution to this problem. We prefer first, however, to consider in some detail those elements of these groups that are covered by these parameters. We exclude the singular points by insisting that a#21Tin, n = 1,2, ... , and a#21Ti(n + 112), n = 0,1,2, .... Under these circumstances (3.1) may be inverted to give
where we see that the set of such {ta} fills up all of ,W3. We refer to this as the normal domain of the tangential parameters, t a. This expression for XU may now be inserted into (2.9) to realize our desired parametrization
We note that if such an L a f3 is given, then t" may be determined by
We will define the set:£' as the set of all such matrices :£'={L(tP)IL"{3 given by (3.4), {t P }E,W3}. (3.6) Next, we consider the set J:£', oflimits of the matrices in the set:£', obtained via the limiting process t a = : ;1.7 a, 7 a 7"#0, AeJP, (ta}E,W3, (3.7) J: £'3L (1") = IILa f3 (7 p )11
where we note that the parameters {7 p}E,W3 are meaningful only modulo proportionality AE'JP. (3.9) Note also that (3.10) whereas one sees from (3.Sa) that Tr[L(tP) ] # -1. The eigenvalues of L(7") are (1, -1, -1), while 7 P is determined modulo proportionality by letting it correspond to the eigenvector for the eigevalue + 1.
The matrices in J:£' are important in the context of this discussion, especially because they correspond to those matrices L which have xl' such that a = 21Ti(n + 1/2), i.e., exactly those matrices that cannot be covered by the form 
L(tP)
EY may be considered as parametrized in the form given in (3.4), where {t p}ell' is determined by (3.5) and the relation to the canonical parametrization is given by (3.
EJY, parametrized as in (3.8), with 7 P being the eigenvector for eigenvalue + 1, with the relation to the canonical parametrization given by (3.11).
A worthwhile picture of the (twofold) parameter space, described by the t a 's and the 7" 's, is obtained by envisioning the {fa} as gp, and the {7"}, which are only defined modulo a proportionality (of either sign) as a "closure" of yt3 by the real projective sphere RP2.
IV. COMPOSITION LAWS VIA L(i P ) AND THE BCH PRODUCT
Consider now a product L(sa)L(t(i) of two matrices from L. If this product results also in a matrix from L, say L(,.a), then we can work out from (3.6) that
1-r(3r(3 (l-S(3f3)(1-t"t")
( 4.1b)
This formula provides us with a very simple rational composition law of the parameters from yt3, which, at least for sufficiently small sa's and t a 's-such that 1 + Sa t a > O--describes the composition laws of the two groups SO' (2, 1) and SO(0,3) for finite transformations.
This result was mentioned in Ref. 5, in the case of the orthogonal group SO (3) == SO (0,3), in vectorial notation, and with the signature ( + , + , + ) in the form of
which, in the neighborhood of the identity (s and t small), would seem to be a preferable alternative to the usual SOC 3) composition law spelled out in terms of Euler angles.
6
When this formula was first established (see Ref. 6 ), one of the authors was satisfied with its validity in a neighborhood of the identity, only. However, in the context of this present article, one is able to do much better, establishing rational composition laws covering all elements of the groups in question.
To see this, we rewrite (4.2) in a form suitable for taking an appropriate limit:
,.a =: cr-Ira, cr: = 1 + Sa t a, r": = sa + t a + E '(31, S(3 t" (4.4 ) Inserting this form of r a into (3.5) we find that L a(3 (r P ) admits a limit as cr->O, amounting to limL"(3(cr-'r P ) = -lr(3 +2(r"r(3/ 
by computing the product L (s P)L (t P)
under the assumption that 1 + sa f a = 0.
Via a similar technique to that which just led to (4.5), some work allows for the calculation of the composition rules for any choices of matrices from the entire quasigraded structure]l = .:L'UJY.
Theorem 3: For the parametrization of the groups SO'(2,!) and SO(0,3) given by {f"}, {7(3}E~" with {7f3} only meaningful modulo proportionality, via L (t" )EX and L (7 (i )EJ:/ as described in Theorem 2, there exists a simple rational composition law with numerator and denominator having nothing worse than products of the parameters for any product of choices of matrices from l? = :/-'UJ,Y, which is given completely in Table I .
Also in the table are listed the results of the next inquiry-into a Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition law-since this composition, in the abstract Lie group rather than with the 3 X 3, real matrices, also involves these same (eight) cases.
Various "interpretative" comments concerning the table are in order. The first is simply that it is clear that all possible products of matrices from ]l are included. If we specify as a "condition" the four quantities in the first column, namely 1 + Sa t a when both L 's lie in Y, Sa t a or sc,7 a when one is from Y and one from JY, and s" 1" when both are from J::t', we can see-very reasonably-that when the condition does not vanish the product is in Y, while vanishing of the condition ensures that the product is in JY. [One easily verifies that each of the ,.a's satisfies 1 -r a r' > 0, {r"}Eyt3, as needed for L(r')EY, while each of the 7"s satisfies -1 ', , 7'>0, {ra}Eyt3 , as needed for L(ra)EJY. As well, one notes that the t"s given are independent of proportionality transformations of any sa's or 1a>s they may con-
tain.]
As well, comments concerning the Baker-CampbellRausdorffresults listed in Table I Since these two sorts of quantities x specify all the elements of the respective Lie algebras of the (abstractly defined) groups SO' (2,1) or SO(0,3), their exponentials constitute the very elements of the (abstract) group, again parametrized by our "tangential" parametrization. Therefore it is not surprising that we are able to completely express the products of these exponentials in terms of the parametrized form of the group composition law. The representation should be contrasted with the matrix representation obtained via Theorem 1, (2.15). The two representations are adjoint one to another, explaining the inversion of order in the BCR composition rule relative to the other one. This property is seen by rewriting (2.15) 9) demonstrating, for this case, the desired statement. The other cases follow in the same fashion. As well, now, we may use the composition rule from Table I Since A therefore commutes with all y" it must be a function of the Casimir operator Yay" .
In fact, we will now give a simple argument to show that A is identically equal to 1, which will verify the BCR entry in the first line of Table I . Because all the various lines of Table  I were obtained by a sequence of limiting transitions from the first line, it is clear that a similar sequence of limiting transitions may be repeated with respect to the above argument, leading in turn to each of the other BCR entries in Table I . In order, now, to verify that A is equal to 1, we first recall some essential facts from combinatorial group theory.7 Let x and y be generators of a free associative algebra. {€"x,y} = I -, [X[X'" [x,y] 
AE~ (the Schwinger formula). This definition allows us to state Magnus' formula:
(4.12)
Then, in the case in question where the xCt) are linear and homogeneous in the generators y" the xU) are also linear, homogeneous, and therefore so will be the corresponding XU), having the form 
the completely analogous argument tells us that when the xU) are linear and homogeneous in the generators y" then so will be Yct), taking the form 15) where for each t, {Ya Ct)}E~3.
We now rewrite the expression (4.1 Ob) for A so that (4.16) and suppose that the t U.s are arbitrary analytic functions of t. Then also the t"s are analytic functions of t, all exponents being linear in y"'s; the ~'s we treat as constants. By differentiating (4.14) with respect to t and using ( 4.13), it follows that d . t a = ° = sa, we find A = 1, which completes our proof of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition law,S which we restate in the form of the following theorem. Theorem 4: In the parametrization of SO T (2, 1) and SO(0,3) {ta}E~3 and {ta}E~3 modulo proportionality, the realization of the group elements via ex[t"] and ex [t P ] admits the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-type group composition law for all possible products as given explicitly in Table  I .
An interesting corollary, analogous to the situation originally stated in (3.2), i.e., L 2(t P ) = I, is now given.
Corollary:
The corollary follows from the seventh line ofT able I, choosing sa the same as ta, we have?' = (tf3 tf3
independently of the precise magnitude oft a , verifying that these elements are involutions in the abstract Lie group as well.
V. SOME PROPERTIES OF ANALYTIC CURVES ON THE GROUP MANIFOLDS
Generalizing a comment at the beginning of Sec. II, if we choose x" = x" (t) to be arbitrary (real) analytic functions of t, then the realization via (2.15) of elements L "13 (t) of the appropriate group, SOT (2,1) or SO(0,3), describes an analytic curve on the manifold of the defining, three-dimensional representation of the group, while ex(t) similarly generates the "same" curve on the abstract group manifold.
Using the Magnus formulas (4.12) and writing X(t), as was done there, for the quantity that gives the rate of change along the curve, we have
X(t): = {:t eX(t)} e--x(t) =x" fdA eAX1"e-AX
= x" {f dA L a 13 (A) } yi3=x a Na f3yi3, (5.1) where the matrix N = liN" 13 Ii is easily computed from the explicit form of L "13 given in (2.9): I::.. = 21Tin, n = 1,2,00' . In these singular cases, we have This entire problem we will save for later reports. In the present paper we will only investigate the case of Xa and Xa being colinear, i.e., there is some ,u(t) #0 such that Xa(t) = (jl/,u)XaU) <=>Xa =,u(t) Y a , (5.12) {Ya }Egp3, independent of t.
Under the conditions of (5.12) the solution to the problem stated in (5.11) simply amounts to xU) =v{t)Yay" ', with v(t) := Ldt', u(t')' (5.13) On the other hand, using the presentations in Theorem 5, we can easily establish the conditions for the colinearity expressed in (5.12). Using the expressions for K -I, we find that linear independence of Xu and X{3 is expressed by (5.14)
It follows that X a , X", are colinear iff t a , fa are colinear.
In addition, setting (5.14) t a (t) = ,i(a (t) . = 'C u (3y , which could also have been directly derived from (5.8b).
Therefore, (X a , Xa) are colin ear iff the Wronskian W vanishes, implying that the curve [a = (a (t) in gp3 must be contained in a plane through the origin of &9 3 .
